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More creative freedom for designers 
 
iglide® semi-finished materials now available from stock  
 
With 80,000 machine components available from stock, polymer specialist igus® offers 
the right part for almost any application. Now design, maintenance and mechanical 
engineers who make special parts themselves can order the company’s high-
performance plastics as bar stock. 
 
East Providence, RI – July 16, 2013 – igus® has increased its range of available bar stock materials 

to include its proprietary polymers iglide® A350 and iglide J350. Blue iglide A350 is suitable for medium 

to high loads and temperatures up to 356 degrees Fahrenheit. The material also conforms to FDA 

guidelines and can withstand acidic environments, which means it can be used in the food industry.  

 

The highly wear-resistant polymer iglide J350 is suitable for rotational applications and is extremely low 

friction - especially when partnered with steel shafts. High loads, shocks and impacts are no problem 

for iglide J350. Its high temperature resistance up to 356 degrees Fahrenheit means this material is 

suitable for a wide range of applications.  

 

With the addition of these two new materials, iglide bar stock is now available in eight different 

lubrication- and maintenance-free plastics. 

 

Injection molding special parts within days instead of weeks 
Thanks to a new method of manufacturer tools, customers can now get user defined injection molded 

parts in less than 24 hours. Without minimum order quantities the Speedigus process is ideal for 

prototypes with volumes. Standard serial tools usually need four to eight weeks to be finished and 

usually the cost is amortized over the production run, however with Speedigus individual parts can now 

be produced and shipped in one day. Customers only need to deliver a 3D CAD file (preferably STEP) 

and specify the desired number of pieces.  

 

Currently Speedigus parts can be made of iglide G, J, L280, T500, M250, P, A180 and H2 as well as 

igumid G, the igus Energy Chain® material. Tool manufacturing and production will be done in a 

maximum of fifteen days from the order. Every Speedigus offer comprises of comprehensive technical 

information about the components including information for the lead time of tool. The costs for 

Speedigus systems start at about $1,500 USD and parts starting at $0.10 USD each. Part of the 
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service is also to store customer specific tools for possible repeat orders along with tooling 

maintenance.  

 
About igus 
igus® develops industry-leading Energy Chain® cable carriers, and Chainflex® continuous-flex cables, 

DryLin® linear bearings and linear guides, iglide® plastic bushings, igubal® spherical bearings. These 

seemingly unrelated products are linked together through a belief in making functionally advanced, yet 

affordable plastic components and assemblies. With plastic bearing experience since 1964, cable 

carrier experience since 1971 and continuous-flex cable since 1989, igus provides the right solution 

from over 80,000 products available from stock. No minimum order required. For more information, 

contact igus at 1-800-521-2747 or visit www.igus.com. 
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